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[www.AAAKINGDOM.com] DR. UMAR AZZAM INSULTING ARABS !!!!!! 

 abdallah bin eifan 

  

  

 13 May 2008 

To 

 aaakingdom@yahoogroups.com 

CC 

 baangood@yemen.net.ye 

  

 mbindohry@yahoo.co.uk 

  

 baawazir@hotmail.com 

  

 alibawazir0@hotmail.com 

  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


 fyemen@yahoo.com 

 and 9 more... 

 

ASSALAAM ALAYKUM, 
  

 Dear friends at the AAAKingdom group. We all know that this website was 
founded by Mr. Adil of Yemen so as to share our views freely and without 
any prejudice. Today, we see how DR. Umar Azzam is insulting the Arabs 
by claiming that "their interpretation of authenticity is too narrow & 
inflexible." 

  

Please find herebelow his letter sent to the so called abraar and to our 
brother Muhammad Baawazir. 

  

I hope we shall have your comments to challenge this man's attitute 
towards others. He always writes nonsense and when people of knowledge 
correct him, he gets angry !!! Instead of repenting to Allah (Subhanahu wa 
Taala), he continues to be stubborn because he is, as I had previously said, 
a psychopath and an enemy to Islam. 

  

Best regards 

  

Abdallah Bin Eifan 

____________ _________ _________ __ 

Date: Mon, 12 May 2008 23:44:19 +0100 

From: dr_umar_azam@ yahoo.co. uk 

Subject: Well done! 

To: abraar1@verizon. net; baawazir@hotmail. com 

 

Salam, 
 
Well done, Abrar, that you gave AAAKingdom members proof of the 
MAQALID AS-SAMAWATI WAL ARD Dua from Kinzul Umaal and 
Maulana Barkat Ali's book. But I have heard that many Arabs are Wahabbis 
[although they claim to be Sunnis], so their interpretation of authenticity is 
too narrow & inflexible. Don't worry, though! We know what we are saying 
is right, and Allah Most High is the one who rewards! 
 



May Allah Bless you! 
 
 
Dr. Umar Azam BA PhD FRSA FRSSA 

.  

 

RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

 !!~ aajooba ~!! 

  

  

 14 May 2008 

To 

 baawazir@hotmail.com 

  

 abdallabineifan@yahoo.com 

  

 ishshines@yahoo.com 

  

 ish4925@yahoo.com 

  

 1you2me3both@gmail.com 

 and 41 more... 

CC 

 abraar1@verizon.net 

  

 me 

As’salaamu alaikum, 
  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


The doctor is a Naqshbandi Tariqah followr? Well that explains the bidah he promotes with his so 
called “Islamic” emails and his complete failure to provide us any authentic Islamic source for such 
innovation. 
  
For those who do not now, visit here to see what this sect stands for and how they differ from 
mainstream islam -http://islamicweb.com/beliefs/cults/sufi_naqshabandi_unveiled.htm 
  
I think we are done with this inquiry and discussion now that some things have become very clear. 
  
May Allah guide us all, amen. 
Wa’salam 
  

Islamic Portal - http://aajooba.webs.com 
  
  

 

From: baawazir@hotmail.com [mailto:baawazir@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008 4:24 PM 
To: aajooba@gmail.com; abdallabineifan@yahoo.com; ishshines@yahoo.com; ish4925@yahoo.com; 
1you2me3both@gmail.com; ya3qoub@hotmail.com; aakafa@hotmail.com; aasim_noor@yahoo.com; 
aayesha_1979@yahoo.com; abbas_fufore@yahoo.co.uk; zayedabd@yahoo.com; 
abduabdullahi@gmail.com; abdulwahidosman@yahoo.com; abidpatel007@hotmail.com; 
aboohaji@gmail.com; abu4arsenal@yahoo.com; abubakarbkk@yahoo.com; acs.c@rediffmail.com; 
adabsani@yahoo.com; adelelsaie@yahoo.com; adilamirza@hotmail.com; afkhan@lakeheadu.ca; 
afra3a@yahoo.com; chico_ani@yahoo.com; aghaji@buckeye-express.com; 
ahakeeb.shuaib@gmail.com; ahm.hsn@gmail.com; 33junaid@gmail.com; 
ahmad_bd_2004@yahoo.com; altaf@qualitynet.net; drshoaibsmc@gmail.com; 
ahumanb@yahoo.com; ahvenkitesh@gmail.com; aiazkhan@telus.net; aidah_72@yahoo.com; 
ak.dewan@dhl.com; akatme@hotmail.com; akramminan@yahoo.com; al.niyas.p@sap.com; 
alamin_kabir@yahoo.co.uk; kalasry@yahoo.com; alb_muslim@hotmail.com; 
alexhowarthhynes2@hotmail.com; ali_maroof@hotmail.com; abua@npcc.ae; 
alamoudi1421@yahoo.com 
Cc: abraar1@verizon.net; dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
Subject: RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 
  
Assalaamu 'Alaykum Ikhwaan, 
  
Our brother Abraar send me his response privately, please find what he said, 
and look at what i've highlighted and judge if this brother is considering us as 
Muslims after ONLY asking him for evidence of what he claimed!? 
  
I ask everyone to read my previous responses to brother Abraar and brother 
Dr. Umar (Dr. as he himself prefer to be known as), and judge by yourselves if 
this letter below from brother Abraar is  suppose to be written by a Muslim? 
  
Is this how Muslims should deal each other when they differ??? 
  
He failed to provide the virtues he mentioned from the athar (words/deeds from 
the Sahabas) from 'Uthmaan (Radhiya Allaahu 'anhu), as he failed to answer my 
simple questions, rather he came with those accusation on his 'private' letter 
and he ended his words with 'LAKUM DIYNUKUM WALIYA DIYN'!!!!! 
Is this supposed to be said to a Muslim? He might consider me as non Muslim 
(A'udhu biLlaah!!) but he ignored the words of our beloved Prophet (Swalla 
Allaahu 'alayhi wa aalihi wa sallam) which says, 
  

http://islamicweb.com/beliefs/cults/sufi_naqshabandi_unveiled.htm
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dawaah/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dawaah/


Abu Dharr reported that the Prophet (Swalla Allaahu 'alayhi wa aalihi wa 
sallam) said: 
"No man accuses another man of being a sinner, or of being a kafir, but it 
reflects back on him if the other is not as he called him.'' Al-Bukhaariy 
  
When Muslims differ on any islamic issue, they should refer to the Qur-aan and 
Sunnah, and not accusing each other with false accusations and calling names! 
  
Allaah (Subhaanahu wa Ta'ala) says: 
O ye who believe! Obey Allah, and obey the Messenger, and those charged with 
authority among you. If ye differ in anything among yourselves, refer it to Allah 
and His Messenger, if ye do believe in Allah and the Last Day: That is best, and 
most suitable for final determination. An- Nisa a: 59 
  
I'll advise those brothers to go and read and ponder the following Aayaat: 
  
And Allah says, which means: 
“And do not divide or you will fail and you will lose your strength” al-Anfaal: 46 
  
And Allaah says, which means: 
 
 
“...and be not of Al-Mushrikuun (the disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah, 
polytheists, idolaters, etc.)”.  
Of those who split up their religion (i.e. who left the true Islâmic Monotheism), 
and became sects, [i.e. they invented new things in the religion (Bid'ah), and 
followed their vain desires], each sect rejoicing in that which is with it.”  Ar-
Ruum: 31-32 
And He says: 
 
“Verily, those who divide their religion and break up into sects (all kinds of 
religious sects), you (O Muhammad Swalla Allaahu ‘alayhi wa aalihi wa sallam) 
have no concern in them in the least. Their affair is only with Allaah, Who then 
will tell them what they used to do.” Al-An’aam: 159 
  
  
Jazaakum Allaahu khayra 
  

 

Date: Mon, 12 May 2008 15:45:50 -0400 
From: Abraar1@verizon.net 
Subject: Re: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 
To: baawazir@hotmail.com 

Salaam (IS THIS HOW OUR BELOVED TAUGHT US WHE WE GREET EACH OTHER???) 
  
You have wasted your time and missed the point entirely. In defense of Dr. Azzam it appears 
from your extreme condemnation of him that what you are really attacking is his connection to the 
Naqshbandi Tariqah. The world is full of misguided pseudo wanna be scholars, so-called salafis, 
najdis who think they are the POLICEMAN 
of Islam. Again you have missed the point entirely. The references I mentioned should be the object 
of your attention since they contain the statement in question. 



Finally, do you think we would accept you condemnation and refuse a statement attributed to Khalifa 
Uthman Nurayn? Lakum Diynukum wa liyadiyn. 

  

 

From: baawazir@hotmail.com 
To: abraar1@verizon.net; dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
CC: aajooba@gmail.com; abdallabineifan@yahoo.com; tahlilashaq@hotmail.com; 
ishshines@yahoo.com; ish4925@yahoo.com; 1you2me3both@gmail.com; ya3qoub@hotmail.com; 
aakafa@hotmail.com; aasim_noor@yahoo.com; aayesha_1979@yahoo.com; 
abbas_fufore@yahoo.co.uk; zayedabd@yahoo.com; abduabdullahi@gmail.com; 
abdulwahidosman@yahoo.com; abidpatel007@hotmail.com; aboohaji@gmail.com; 
abu4arsenal@yahoo.com; abubakarbkk@yahoo.com; acs.c@rediffmail.com; adabsani@yahoo.com; 
adelelsaie@yahoo.com; adilamirza@hotmail.com; afkhan@lakeheadu.ca; afra3a@yahoo.com; 
chico_ani@yahoo.com; aghaji@buckeye-express.com; ahakeeb.shuaib@gmail.com; 
ahm.hsn@gmail.com; 33junaid@gmail.com; ahmad_bd_2004@yahoo.com; altaf@qualitynet.net; 
drshoaibsmc@gmail.com; ahumanb@yahoo.com; ahvenkitesh@gmail.com; aiazkhan@telus.net; 
aidah_72@yahoo.com; ak.dewan@dhl.com; akatme@hotmail.com; akramminan@yahoo.com; 
al.niyas.p@sap.com; alamin_kabir@yahoo.co.uk; kalasry@yahoo.com; alb_muslim@hotmail.com; 
alexhowarthhynes2@hotmail.com; ali_maroof@hotmail.com; abua@npcc.ae; 
alamoudi1421@yahoo.com 
Subject: RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 
Date: Mon, 12 May 2008 19:02:33 +0000 
 
Asalamu 'Alaykum, 
  
I would like to make correction on the name of the author of hadith book of Kanzul Umaal, he is 
Alaud Diyn 'Aliy bin Abdul-Malik Husaam ad-Diyn al-Muttaqi al-Hindi and not Sulaym Ibn Qays. 
  
Sorry for any inconvinience caused by mistake. 
  
Shukran Jaziyla 

  

 

From: baawazir@hotmail.com 
To: abraar1@verizon.net; dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
CC: aajooba@gmail.com; abdallabineifan@yahoo.com; tahlilashaq@hotmail.com; 
ishshines@yahoo.com; ish4925@yahoo.com; 1you2me3both@gmail.com; ya3qoub@hotmail.com; 
aakafa@hotmail.com; aasim_noor@yahoo.com; aayesha_1979@yahoo.com; 
abbas_fufore@yahoo.co.uk; zayedabd@yahoo.com; abduabdullahi@gmail.com; 
abdulwahidosman@yahoo.com; abidpatel007@hotmail.com; aboohaji@gmail.com; 
abu4arsenal@yahoo.com; abubakarbkk@yahoo.com; acs.c@rediffmail.com; adabsani@yahoo.com; 
adelelsaie@yahoo.com; adilamirza@hotmail.com; afkhan@lakeheadu.ca; afra3a@yahoo.com; 
chico_ani@yahoo.com; aghaji@buckeye-express.com; ahakeeb.shuaib@gmail.com; 
ahm.hsn@gmail.com; 33junaid@gmail.com; ahmad_bd_2004@yahoo.com; altaf@qualitynet.net; 
drshoaibsmc@gmail.com; ahumanb@yahoo.com; ahvenkitesh@gmail.com; aiazkhan@telus.net; 
aidah_72@yahoo.com; ak.dewan@dhl.com; akatme@hotmail.com; akramminan@yahoo.com; 
al.niyas.p@sap.com; alamin_kabir@yahoo.co.uk; kalasry@yahoo.com; alb_muslim@hotmail.com; 
alexhowarthhynes2@hotmail.com; ali_maroof@hotmail.com; abua@npcc.ae; 
alamoudi1421@yahoo.com 
Subject: RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 
Date: Mon, 12 May 2008 14:45:11 +0000 



 
Assalaamu 'alaykum 
  
No one commented that those are not verses of the Qur-aan and that they are not good words, but 
the issue is regarding the claimed virtues which we need to know the source obtained from. 
  
We understand and accept only when the virtues of deeds or adkhaar are either form the Qur-aan or 
Sunnah, and no human can attribute any virtues to any act of worship except The Messenger of 
Allaah (Swalla Allaahu 'alayhi wa aalihi wa sallam). 
  
You mentioned the book but you failed to quote whether the wordings are Hadiyth or not. And if you 
say they are from 'Uthmaan (Radhiya Allaahu 'anhu), we shall require that you bring us your proof 
that anyone else can claim virtues of deeds besides Allaah and His Messenger (Swalla Allaahu 'alayhi 
wa aalihi wa sallam). We know in Hadiyth of Al-'Irbaadh bin Saariyah, the Prophet asked us to follow 
the Sunnah of the Khulafaa ar-Raashiduun Al-Mahdiyiin, but what they did and what we follow from 
them was according to the Prophet's (Swalla Allaahu 'alayhi wa aalihi wa sallam) way and they never 
mention any virtues except they heard or quote them from the Prophet (Swalla Allaahu 'alayhi wa 
aalihi wa sallam) himself. 
  
Moreover, the book so called 'Kanzul-'Umaal' (The Treasure Of the Workers) is full 
of FABRICATED Ahaadiyth and invented tales. It is a not a book one should rely on at all. It is a 
book which SHIA rely on it most. 
  
READ THIS: 
The Book of Sulaym ibn Qays is a Hadith Collection, collected by Sulaym ibn Qays who 
entrusted it to Aban ibn Iyash. 
According to the Shi'a, the book "has received endorsement from five Infallible Imams." The author 
researched and verified events before he penned them so that their authenticity is incontrovertible. 
The book was entrusted to only one person, Aban ibni abi Ayyash who was held to a solemn oath not 
to talk of the book during Sulaym’s lifetime and that after his death he would give the book only to 
trustworthy Shi’a..." 
  
READ WHAT SHIAS SAY ON THE BOOK: 
  

 

The greatness and esteemed value of this book can be gauged by the hadith of Imam Ja’far 
Al-Sadiq a.s that whoever does not possess this book does not have anything from The 
Ahlul Bayt AS. This is a book that has received endorsement from five Infallible Imams. This 
is the first book of the Shi’a containing knowledge of Traditions, History, Theology and 
Commentary. The author was born in Kufa and came to Madinah but was not able to see The 
Prophet SAWW. However, he was a trustworthy companion to Five A’immah AS. 

  

  
You also mentioned that the du'aa is from Sunni and Shi'a. We bring to your attention and awareness 
that we do not extract our knowledge of deen from Shi'as because they are not people whom we 
depend  on as they are deviated from the right path, they have gone astray in their creed to the 
extent that they are insulting Sahabas and the Prophet (Swalla Allaahu 'alayhi wa aalihi wa sallam) 's 
wives and deny the Sunni books such as Al-Bukhaariy etc. etc. Thus, do not mention to us anything 
to do with Shi'as' because it's not related to our Islaam. 
  
You have not brought to us any proof the authenticity of the du'aa you claimed to be of Sunnah, thus 
a Muslim is not suppose to depend on because the du'aa and its virtues remains to be a baatil (void). 
  
We advise people to take their matters of deen from authentic and reliable sources. 
 
Shukran. 
  



  

 

Date: Sun, 11 May 2008 01:42:29 -0400 
From: Abraar1@verizon.net 
Subject: Re: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 
To: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk; aajooba@gmail.com 
CC: tahlilashaq@hotmail.com; ishshines@yahoo.com; ish4925@yahoo.com; 
1you2me3both@gmail.com; ya3qoub@hotmail.com; aaa_kingdom@grouply.com; 
aakafa@hotmail.com; aasim_noor@yahoo.com; aayesha_1979@yahoo.com; 
abbas_fufore@yahoo.co.uk; zayedabd@yahoo.com; abduabdullahi@gmail.com; 
abdulwahidosman@yahoo.com; abidpatel007@hotmail.com; aboohaji@gmail.com; 
abu4arsenal@yahoo.com; abubakarbkk@yahoo.com; acs.c@rediffmail.com; adabsani@yahoo.com; 
adelelsaie@yahoo.com; adilamirza@hotmail.com; afkhan@lakeheadu.ca; afra3a@yahoo.com; 
chico_ani@yahoo.com; aghaji@buckeye-express.com; ahakeeb.shuaib@gmail.com; 
ahm.hsn@gmail.com; 33junaid@gmail.com; ahmad_bd_2004@yahoo.com; altaf@qualitynet.net; 
drshoaibsmc@gmail.com; ahumanb@yahoo.com; ahvenkitesh@gmail.com; aiazkhan@telus.net; 
aidah_72@yahoo.com; ak.dewan@dhl.com; akatme@hotmail.com; akramminan@yahoo.com; 
al.niyas.p@sap.com; alamin_kabir@yahoo.co.uk; kalasry@yahoo.com; alb_muslim@hotmail.com; 
alexhowarthhynes2@hotmail.com; ali_maroof@hotmail.com; baawazir@hotmail.com; abua@npcc.ae 

BISMILLAH ALRAHMAAN ALRAHIYM 
A'UDHU BILLAHIS-SAMI'UL-'ALIYM MINASH-SHAYTAANIR-RAJIYM 
  
Allah declares in His Kitaab:    
  
Surah  39:63 To Him belong the keys of the heavens and the earth: and those who 
reject the Signs of Allah,- it is they who will be in loss.   
  
 Lahu maqaleedu alssamawatiwaal-ardi waallatheena kafaroo bi-ayatiAllahi ola-ika humu 
alkhasiroona 
  
and Surah 42:12 
  
 To Him belong the keys of the heavens and the earth: He enlarges and restricts. The 
Sustenance to whom He will: for He knows full well all things. 
  
  Lahu maqaleedu alssamawatiwaal-ardi yabsutu alrrizqa liman yashaowayaqdiru innahu 
bikulli shay-in AAaleemun 
  
Further, you will find the quote from Kanzul-Aamal Vol. 1 page 261 No. 4551 quoted by 

Barkat Ali in his book "Manifestations of the Stages of Blessing vol. 2 in the introduction 
on page VIII the full quote attributed to Khalifa Uthman ibn Affan (RA). 
  
This Hadith is in both Sunnah & Shi works which I have not quoted so as to not be 

repetitive. 
  
Bismillah 
  
From: DR UMAR AZAM 
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2008 6:31 PM 
To: !!~ aajooba ~!! 
Cc: '']['Õ® [ ']['-unit ]-' ; '~*sunshine*~' ; '~sunshine~' ; 1you2me3both@gmail.com ; 'Ya3qoub 
A.' ;aaa_kingdom@grouply.com ; aakafa@hotmail.com ; aasim_noor@yahoo.com ; aayesha_1979@y
ahoo.com ;abbas_fufore@yahoo.co.uk ; 'Amo 
Abd' ; abduabdullahi@gmail.com ; abdulwahidosman@yahoo.com ;abidpatel007@hotmail.com ; aboo
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haji@gmail.com ; abraar1@verizon.net ; abu4arsenal@yahoo.com ;abubakarbkk@yahoo.com ; acs.c
@rediffmail.com ; adabsani@yahoo.com ; adelelsaie@yahoo.com ;adilamirza@hotmail.com ; afkhan@
lakeheadu.ca ; afra3a@yahoo.com ; 'Kartini Afriani' ; aghaji@buckeye-
express.com ; ahakeeb.shuaib@gmail.com ; ahm.hsn@gmail.com ; 'Junaid 
Ahmad' ; ahmad_bd_2004@yahoo.com ;'Dr.Altaf Ahmad.' ; 'Dr. Shoaib 
Ahmed' ; ahumanb@yahoo.com ; ahvenkitesh@gmail.com ; aiazkhan@telus.net ;aidah_72@yahoo.co
m ; ak.dewan@dhl.com ; akatme@hotmail.com ; akramminan@yahoo.com ; al.niyas.p@sap.com; ala
min_kabir@yahoo.co.uk ; 'Khadigah 
Alasary' ; alb_muslim@hotmail.com ; alexhowarthhynes2@hotmail.com ;ali_maroof@hotmail.com ; 'M
uhammad Baawazir' ; abua@npcc.ae 
Subject: RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 
  

Aajooba, 
  

              Don't be silly!  I gave the relevant link when 
sending the Dua.  And you can yourself do a word 
search of 'Treasures of the Heavens and the Earth' 
on Google. 
 
!!~ aajooba ~!! <aajooba@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dr. Umar, 
  
I requested you to provide source for your last “Islamic email”  about reciting dua and the list of 
benefits you listed for them. It has been a week and you have failed to give me any source for the 
“knowledge” you share with others. I didn’t ask to be part of your mailing list in the first place. Please 
take me of your list and do not send any more nonsense as any knowledge without source provided is 
just mumbo jumbo made up. 
  
  

 

From: DR UMAR AZAM [mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk]  
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2008 4:55 PM 
To: abdallah bin eifan 
Cc: !!~`aajooba`~!!; ']['Õ® [ ']['-unit ]-; ~*sunshine*~; ~sunshine~; stars 
14; 1you2me3both@gmail.com; Ya3qoub 
A.; aaa_kingdom@grouply.com; aaakingdom@yahoogroups.com; aakafa@hotmail.com;aasim_noor@
yahoo.com; aayesha_1979@yahoo.com; abbas_fufore@yahoo.co.uk; Amo 
Abd;abduabdullahi@gmail.com; abdulwahidosman@yahoo.com; abidpatel007@hotmail.com; aboohaji
@gmail.com;abraar1@verizon.net; abu4arsenal@yahoo.com; abubakarbkk@yahoo.com; acs.c@rediff
mail.com;adabsani@yahoo.com; adelelsaie@yahoo.com; adilamirza@hotmail.com; Islamabad 
Affairs;afkhan@lakeheadu.ca; afra3a@yahoo.com; Kartini Afriani; aghaji@buckeye-
express.com;ahakeeb.shuaib@gmail.com; ahm.hsn@gmail.com; Junaid 
Ahmad; ahmad_bd_2004@yahoo.com; Dr.Altaf Ahmad.; Dr. Shoaib 
Ahmed; ahumanb@yahoo.com; ahvenkitesh@gmail.com; aiazkhan@telus.net;aidah_72@yahoo.com; 
ak.dewan@dhl.com; akatme@hotmail.com; akramminan@yahoo.com; jahad 
al;al.niyas.p@sap.com; alamin_kabir@yahoo.co.uk; Khadigah 
Alasary; alb_muslim@hotmail.com;alexhowarthhynes2@hotmail.com; ali_maroof@hotmail.com; 
Muhammad Baawazir; abua@npcc.ae 
Subject: Re: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 
  
Assalamu Alaikum, 
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                           What a load of poisonous nonsense from you! 
 
abdallah bin eifan <abdallabineifan@yahoo.com> wrote: 
 
Assalaam Alaykum, 
  
Please do not trust Dr.Umar Azam. He writes funny things that have never been 
narrated in the authentic hadeeths. Whenever someone writes something about the 
Islamic religion, please demand evidence from the Quraan or Authentic Hadeeths. 
Do not follow people blindly. 
  
Today, our religion is being targeted by many enemies. Some of them (like Dr. 
Umar Azam) pretend to be Muslims and are misguiding less knowledgeable 
Muslims by narrating nonsense. 
  
Take Care of this man who puts drops of honey in the poison. 
  
Wasalaam Alaykum, 
  
Abdallah Bin Eifan 
 
A A <aaa1980@gmail.com> wrote: 
Please visit www.AAAKingdom. com/en World Wide Friendship Kingdom and you can add 
this there also you can creat your own group at our new Social Network 
webwww.hi.AAAKingdom. com it is like face book and hi5 
On Thu, May 8, 2008 at 3:28 PM, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@ yahoo.co. uk> 
wrote: 
Assalamu Alaikum, 
  
                      If you read the MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD Dua 
daily, you will get the following: 
  
1.     All sins forgiven 
2.     No suffering in Hell Fire 
3.     Two Angels will guard you against sufferings & diseases 
4.     Treasure of Blessings 
5.     Reward of freeing 100 slaves 
6.     Blessings of reading ALL Allah's Revealed Books 
7.     A House in Paradise will be built for you 
8.     Marriage in Paradise 
9.     Crown of Honour given to you in Paradise 
10.  Seventy of your relatives will be forgiven 
  
To get this precious DUA, put in a request to me at:   or through any of my 
Guestbooks on and 
  

mailto:abdallabineifan@yahoo.com
mailto:aaa1980@gmail.com
http://www.aaakingdom.com/en
http://www.hi.aaakingdom.com/
mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk


        Wassalam, 
  
               Dr Umar 
  
  
Dr. Umar Azam BA PhD FRSA FRSSA 
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Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. 
  

  
Dr. Umar Azam BA PhD FRSA FRSSA 
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Re: MAQALID AS SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

 Mahmud Ahmed 

  

  

 14 May 2008 

To 

 me 

salam, 

 

I would love the dua... 

 

 

RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] DR. UMAR AZZAM INSULTING ARABS !!!!!! 
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 Zahrani, Abdulqader H (FPD) 

  

  

 14 May 2008 

To 

 me 

CC 

 baangood@yemen.net.ye 

  

 AAAKingdom@yahoogroups.com 

  

 mbindohry@yahoo.co.uk 

  

 baawazir@hotmail.com 

  

 alibawazir0@hotmail.com 

  

 and 13 more... 

Asslam alikum 
  
  
This is the email from Dr Umar and I will try to respond to him as 
per his below email. 
  
Kinzul Umaal is a mixture of good, weak and shaheeh hadeeth 
and I agree with you Dr. Umar and the one who collected it has 
nothing to do with Wahabbis as you claim.  You said that you 
have heard that many Arabs are wahabbis.  How can you write as 
a doctor the “heard” when you wrote your thesis if you have 
done one did you state I heard or you have quoted and referenced 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


everything.  How come when it comes to insulting Muslims of the 
Qurran and Sunnah you say I have heard?   
  
You did not even take the time to research it.  By the way these 
wahabbies as you said do not worship the graves they worship 
Allah almighty and they rely on Allah and they go by the book the 
Holy Quran and the Sunnah of the prophet Mohammed peace 
and blessing be upon him and if you were not sure do not write 
publicly ask.  You have said what you say is right even you say I 
have heard. 
  
Dr Umar you should be a tool of righteousness and you should 
be calling non-muslims to Islam and not doubting the people who 
are performing the religion of Islam to some extent in accordance 
to the Holy Quran and Sunnah. 
  
It is not a matter of win win , it is  matter of performing as per 
Allah’s instruction and his prophet Mohammed may peace and 
blessing be upon him 
  
Asslam alikum 
Bdulqader 
  

 

 

Reality of Sufism 

 Abu Altamimi (NPCC) 

  

  

 14 May 2008 

To 

 abdallah bin eifan 

  

 aaakingdom@yahoogroups.com 

CC 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


 me 

  

 baangood@yemen.net.ye 

  

 mbindohry@yahoo.co.uk 

  

 baawazir@hotmail.com 

  

 alibawazir0@hotmail.com 

  

 and 12 more... 

Assalam Alaykum Warahamatullahi Wabarakatu,  

  

Regarding Sufism, ya ikhwan Sufism is Sufism. Has always and will always remain the same and the 

ruling on them will remain the same. Just like Christianity is Christianity the ruling on them will 

always remain the same. The only difference is the extremes. See with both Sufism and Christianity, it 

may be argued the Sufis or Christians of the past are not like the Sufis and Christians of the present. 

This could and may be true but this does not justify or give the Sufis any credit. Even if it is said the 

Sufis of the past were not extreme nor did they worship graves or fall into Shirk, this may be true but 

there are not free from Bidaah (Innovation), Supersition and weird practices and/or beleifs. We do not 

say all Sufis practice Shirk but if it is not shirk then they would have other serious issues. 

We all know about Sufism and all the Shirk, Innovations and misguidance that they are upon, just 

incase it is not really clear i have attached a document titled "Reality of Sufism" which contains most 

of the practices of the Sufis. There is no Sufi tariqah that does not have one or more of the issues 

mentioned in the attached document. Insha'Allah this document would shed some light. 
  

Further info on Sufism: 

  

What is a Sufi and What is Sufism? 

Sufi: a follower of Sufism 

  

Sufism: a sect that has introduced many innovated practices and beliefs into the religion of Islam 

while claiming to be mystical 



Sufism was not known in the time of the Prophet (may Allah raise his rank and grant him peace) or 

his Companions, nor was it well known in the first three generations after them. It first appeared in 

Basrah in Iraq , where some people went to extremes in worship and in avoiding the worldly life, 

something which is admonished in the Quran: 

  

"The Monasticism which they invented for themselves; We did not prescribe it for them."  

  

Sufis belong to the Illumist school of philosophy which holds that knowledge and awareness is 

brought about in the soul by spiritual exercises. Orthodox Islam holds that one can achieve true 

knowledge and awareness through the acts of worship that exist in the Quran and Sunnah. 

Sufis believe that their teachers are also a source for legislation in worship, as they will order them to 

carry out acts of worship that have no basis in either the Quran or the Sunnah. The extremists from 

amongst them often claim that Allah dwells within His creation (i.e. in people's hearts, internal 

organs etc.). Consequently, they ascribe to their Sufi teachers attributes and powers which only 

belong to Allah, such as the knowledge of the unseen. 

  

They often claim that the texts of the Quran and the Sunnah have an outer, apparent meaning, and as 

well, an inner, hidden meaning. They hold that the outer, apparent meaning is known to those who 

practice orthodox Islam, while the inner and hidden meanings of the Quran and Sunnah are known 

only to their teacher and order. These teachers will often claim that since they have advanced to the 

inner and hidden meaning of Islam, they no longer need to pray or fast, something that not even the 

Prophets were excused from. 

  

Quran 57:27 

- from a footnote in the book: The 'Wahhabi' Myth 

  

This so called Dr. Azzam has proven to be upon innovation and the Sufi Tariqah he is upon is as 

brother Abdallah bin Eifan explained in his email titled "DR. 

UMAR  AZZAM  IS  MISGUDING  MUSLIMS. CARE !!!". 

  

Wassalam Alaykum 

 

 

RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

 Abu Altamimi (NPCC) 

  

  

 14 May 2008 

To 

http://www.thewahhabimyth.com/Allah.htm
http://www.thewahhabimyth.com/Allah.htm
http://www.thewahhabimyth.com/Allah.htm
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


 baawazir@hotmail.com 

  

 aajooba@gmail.com 

  

 abdallabineifan@yahoo.com 

  

 ishshines@yahoo.com 

  

 ish4925@yahoo.com 

 and 44 more... 

CC 

 abraar1@verizon.net 

  

 me 

Assalam Alaykum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatu, 

  

It seems that Mr. Abraar and Mr. Umar Azzam dont even know the basics of their Deen. 

They are asked to provide Daleel (proof/evidence) but they go around circles and end up 

accusing people (by saying we are attacking, condeming people etc). If they were Truthful 

they would easily provide solid authentic evidence but they know what they say or claim is 

false and not authentic not does it have a chain of narrators. 

  

Sources of Sharia 

  

Sources of Islamic Sharia/Rulings: There is no doubt among any believer or 

Scholar that there are 2 main sources where Islamic Rulings are taken from: The 

Quran & authentic Sunnah. Followed by, Thirdly Ijmaa (Scholary Consensus), and 

Fourthly, Qiyas (Analogy) or Ijtihad. 
  



So as Muslims when we talk or discuss any issue regarding our Deen and its rulings 

etc it MUST not go outside these 4 sources, specifically the first 3. 
  

Any muslim specifically those who claim to be Doctors should know and 

understand this basic info. Do they expect us to blindly take, believe and follow 

everything they say without evidences ?? No human has or will have this status 

except Allah's Messenger (sallalahu alayhi wassalam). 
   

“llah orders in the Quran: ｠And if you have disagreed in anything, refer it to Allah 

and His Messenger if you believe in Allah and the Last day.を [an-Nisaa 4:59] 

  

Allah says in the Quran: ｠Say 〉O Muhammad to mankind《: 】If you 〉really《 love 
“llaah, then follow me 〉i.e. accept Islamic Monotheism, follow the Qur‒aan and the 
Sunnah《, “llaah will love you and forgive you your sins‒を [Aal ‘Imraan 3:31] 
  

The Quran has showed us what true love is, what it means and how to show our 

love and that is by following the Prophet‒s guidance 〉following The Quran and 
Sunnah). 
  

Here we are refering things to Allah and His Messenger (by asking these people to 

provide solid evidence), these people dont and unfortunately we get rebuked and 

accused. Who is the one following the commands of Allah us or them (Abraar & 

Umar Azaam) ?? 

   

   

DU'AA IS WORSHIP (IBADAH) 
   

The Prophet (sallalahu alayhi wassalam) said: "The best form of worship is du'a." 

[reported by al-Hakim (1/491), who considered it authentic; see al-sahihah #1579 ] 

  

The Prophet (sallalahu alayhi wassalam) said: "Dua is the very essence of worship." 

[Tirmidhee]  
  

He (sallalalhu alayhi wassalam) also said: "The dua is worship" [AbuDawud] 

  

Allah says: "And your Lord says: "Call on Me; I will answer your (Prayer)!" [Surah 40 

Verse 60 ] 

  

All these prove that Du'aa is Ibadah (worship) and it also proves that calling upon 

anyone other than Allah in one's Dua is Shirk. 
  

  

CONDITIONS OF WORSHIP TO BE ACCEPTED. 
  

There are two conditions which must be met: 



  

The First condition: it should be devoted to Allaah Alone. Allaah says (interpretation 

of the meaning): 

  

 ｠And they were commanded not, but that they should worship Allaah, and worship none but 

Him Alone (abstaining from ascribing partners to Him)を [al-Bayyinah 98:5]  

  

The meaning of worshipping Allaah alone is that the person should intend in all his 

words and deeds, both inward and outward, to seek the Face of Allaah (i.e., His 

pleasure). 
   

 It was narrated that 】Umar ibn al-Khattaab (may Allaah be pleased with him) said: 

｠I heard the Messenger of “llaah 〉peace and blessings of “llaah be upon him《 
say: 】The reward of deeds depends upon the intentions and every person will get the 

reward according to what he has intended. So whoever emigrated for worldly 

benefits or for a woman to marry, his emigration was for what he emigrated for.‒を 

  

The Second condition is that the action should be in accordance with the only way 

which Allaah has prescribed for worship, which is by following the Prophet (peace 

and blessings of Allaah be upon him)  in the laws that he has brought. It was 

narrated that the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him)  said: 

｠Whoever does any action that is not in accordance with this matter of ours (i.e., 

Islam), will have it rejected.を 〉Narrated by Muslim, al-Aqdiyyah, 3243). 
  

Ibn Rajab 〉may “llaah have mercy on him《 said: ｠This hadeeth forms one of the 

most  important principles of Islam. It is like a scale for weighing up deeds according 

to their outward appearance, just as the hadeeth 】The reward of deeds depends upon 
the intentions‒ is the means of weighing up the inner nature of deeds. Just as every 
action which is not intended for the sake of Allaah brings no reward to the one who 

does it, so too every deed which is not in accordance with the command of Allaah 

and His Messenger will also be rejected and thrown back at the one who does it. 

  

IN THE LIGHT WE SHOULD KNOW AND UNDERSTAND THAT:- 

  

It is not permissible for a Muslim to innovate any dhikr/du'aa to recite regularly or 

to tell others to do so – such as awraad/wird, ma‒thooraat or du‒aas. The adhkaar 
that were reported in the saheeh Sunnah are sufficient for this, otherwise a 

person who is not sufficed by the Sunnah is an innovator or one who calls others to 

bid‒ah. The Prophet 〉peace and blessings of “llaah be upon him《 said: ｠Whoever 

innovates something in this matter of ours [i.e., Islam] that is not a part of it, will 

have it rejected.を 〉Narrated by “l-Bukhaari, 2550; Muslim, 1718). According to a 

report narrated by Muslim: ｠Whoever does any action that is not in accordance with 

this matter of ours (i.e., Islam) will have it rejected.を 



  

BENEFIT: 
   

 The basic principle in this case is that dhikr and du‒aa‒s are of two types:  
   

 1 – “dhkaar which were narrated in the Qur‒aan and Sunnah, to be recited at a 
certain time, in a certain place or in certain circumstances. This type should be 

recited as prescribed, at the appropriate time, or in the appropriate circumstances or 

place, with the correct words or posture, without adding anything or taking 

anything away.  
   

 2 – “ll dhikr or du‒aa‒ in general that is not connected to certain times or 
places.  These fall into two categories:   
   

(i)                Those which were narrated from the Prophet (peace and 

blessings of Allaah be upon him), so they should be recited in the wording 

that he used. They should not be connected to any particular time or place, 

and they should not be connected to a specific number of times to be 

recited. 
   

 (ii)              Those which were not narrated from the Prophet (peace and 

blessings of Allaah be upon him), rather the person makes them up 

himself, or they were narrated from the salaf. It is permissible to say such 

words so long as five conditions are met: 

  

1-      He should choose the best and clearest words, for he is 

conversing with his Lord and God. 

2-      The words should be of an appropriate style. 

3-      The du‒aa‒ should be free of anything that is forbidden in Islam, 
e.g. it should involve any element of seeking help from anything other 

than Allaah, and so on. 

4-      It should be of the general kind of dhikr and du‒aa‒, not 
connected to a particular time, place or circumstances. 

5-      It should not be taken as a regular practice.  

  

Adapted from Tasheeh al-Du’aa’ by Shaykh Bakr Abu Zayd (p. 42)  
  

WHAT IS BID'AAH (INNOVATION) ?? 

  

Many people do not know or understand the meaning of Bida'ah (Innovation), they 

just refute it without knowing its meaning. 

What is Bid'ah according to Islamic teachings ?? 

 

It is or can be defined as: any invented way in religion that is aimed at worshipping 



or drawing closer to Allaah. This means anything that is not referred to specifically 

in Sharee'ah, and for which there is no evidence (daleel) in the Qur'aan or Sunnah, 

and which was not known at the time of the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah 

be upon him) and his Companions. At the same time, it is quite obvious that 

thisdefinition of religious inventions or innovations, which are condemned, does not 

include worldly inventions[such as cars and washing machines, etc .[  

   

And as stated in the authentic ahadith, we were prohibited to innovated and that 

innovation will be rejected. 
   

THE DEEN IS COMPLETE 

   

Allah says: ｠Today I have perfected for you your religion and completed my favour 
upon you and am pleased with Islam for you as a religion.を [al-Maidah 5:3] 
   

 This verse decisively indicates that the Almighty Allah has completed the Deen for 

this Ummah, and has showered His blessings on them. His Prophet passed away 

only after he had imparted the complete Message of Allah to the Ummah as well as 

his legislations concerning sayings and deeds. Since Allah has perfected the religion, 

it cannot be claimed by any man that further additions to it are beneficial or even 

allowable, for that would be an outright contradiction of the Qur‒anic ayah, the 
authentic hadith below (by Muslim) and a statement of disbelief (May Allah protect 

us from falling into such error.) In the words of Imam Malik (rahimahullah) to his 

student Imam ashafi‒i, ｠Everything which was not religion at the time of the Prophet 

and his companions cannot be religion todayを And he said, ｠Whoever innovated an 

innovation in Islam and considers it good has claimed that Muhammad has betrayed 

the Messageを, because Allah said,｠Today I have perfected for you your 
Religion…を Similarly, Ibn Taymiyyah declared, ｠One who goes beyond what the 

Prophet has made legitimate as religion and worships through an innovation has 

not, in fact, born witness that Muhammad is the messenger of “llahを [Fatawa vol. 

11, pg. 618]. 
   

On the authority of Abdullah bin Amr bin Al-Aas, “llah‒s Messenger (salalahu 

alayhi wassalam) said: ｠“llah did not send a Prophet but obliged him to lead his 
people to the best way which is known to him, and warn them against the worst 

which is known to himを [Muslim] 
  

So please brothers and sisters, dont be deceived by these people. Our predecessors 

(Salaf) have extremely warned about innovation and innovators which will 

insha'Allah be shared with you all later on. 
   

As you all can see everything we say, claim and beleive in has solid and authetnic 

evidences from the Quran and authetnic Sunnah with the understanding of the 



Sahabah. Unlike these people who make up things from themselves and their 

Shaykhs then attribute it to the Deen. 
   

Allahul Mustaan 

   

Barakallahu Feekum 

   

Wasslam Alaykum 

 

 

From: baawazir@hotmail.com [mailto:baawazir@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 1:24 AM 
To: aajooba@gmail.com; abdallabineifan@yahoo.com; ishshines@yahoo.com; ish4925@yahoo.com; 
1you2me3both@gmail.com; ya3qoub@hotmail.com; aakafa@hotmail.com; aasim_noor@yahoo.com; 
aayesha_1979@yahoo.com; abbas_fufore@yahoo.co.uk; zayedabd@yahoo.com; 
abduabdullahi@gmail.com; abdulwahidosman@yahoo.com; abidpatel007@hotmail.com; 
aboohaji@gmail.com; abu4arsenal@yahoo.com; abubakarbkk@yahoo.com; acs.c@rediffmail.com; 
adabsani@yahoo.com; adelelsaie@yahoo.com; adilamirza@hotmail.com; afkhan@lakeheadu.ca; 
afra3a@yahoo.com; chico_ani@yahoo.com; aghaji@buckeye-express.com; 
ahakeeb.shuaib@gmail.com; ahm.hsn@gmail.com; 33junaid@gmail.com; 
ahmad_bd_2004@yahoo.com; altaf@qualitynet.net; drshoaibsmc@gmail.com; 
ahumanb@yahoo.com; ahvenkitesh@gmail.com; aiazkhan@telus.net; aidah_72@yahoo.com; 
ak.dewan@dhl.com; akatme@hotmail.com; akramminan@yahoo.com; al.niyas.p@sap.com; 
alamin_kabir@yahoo.co.uk; kalasry@yahoo.com; alb_muslim@hotmail.com; 
alexhowarthhynes2@hotmail.com; ali_maroof@hotmail.com; Abu Altamimi (NPCC); 
alamoudi1421@yahoo.com 
Cc: abraar1@verizon.net; dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
Subject: RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

Assalaamu 'Alaykum Ikhwaan, 
  

Our brother Abraar send me his response privately, please find what he said, 
and look at what i've highlighted and judge if this brother is considering us as 
Muslims after ONLY asking him for evidence of what he claimed!? 

  
I ask everyone to read my previous responses to brother Abraar and brother 
Dr. Umar (Dr. as he himself prefer to be known as), and judge by yourselves if 
this letter below from brother Abraar is  suppose to be written by a Muslim? 

  
Is this how Muslims should deal each other when they differ??? 

  
He failed to provide the virtues he mentioned from the athar (words/deeds from 
the Sahabas) from 'Uthmaan (Radhiya Allaahu 'anhu), as he failed to answer my 
simple questions, rather he came with those accusation on his 'private' letter 
and he ended his words with 'LAKUM DIYNUKUM WALIYA DIYN'!!!!! 
Is this supposed to be said to a Muslim? He might consider me as non Muslim 
(A'udhu biLlaah!!) but he ignored the words of our beloved Prophet (Swalla 
Allaahu 'alayhi wa aalihi wa sallam) which says, 



  

Abu Dharr reported that the Prophet (Swalla Allaahu 'alayhi wa aalihi wa 
sallam) said: 

"No man accuses another man of being a sinner, or of being a kafir, but it 
reflects back on him if the other is not as he called him.'' Al-Bukhaariy 

  
When Muslims differ on any islamic issue, they should refer to the Qur-aan and 
Sunnah, and not accusing each other with false accusations and calling names! 

  
Allaah (Subhaanahu wa Ta'ala) says: 

O ye who believe! Obey Allah, and obey the Messenger, and those charged with 
authority among you. If ye differ in anything among yourselves, refer it to Allah 
and His Messenger, if ye do believe in Allah and the Last Day: That is best, and 
most suitable for final determination. An-Nisaa: 59 

  
I'll advise those brothers to go and read and ponder the following Aayaat: 

  
And Allah says, which means: 

“And do not divide or you will fail and you will lose your strength” al-Anfaal: 46 

  
And Allaah says, which means: 

 

 

“...and be not of Al-Mushrikuun (the disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah, 

polytheists, idolaters, etc.)”.  
Of those who split up their religion (i.e. who left the true Islâmic Monotheism), 

and became sects, [i.e. they invented new things in the religion (Bid'ah), and 

followed their vain desires], each sect rejoicing in that which is with it.”  Ar-

Ruum: 31-32 

And He says: 

 

“Verily, those who divide their religion and break up into sects (all kinds of 
religious sects), you (O Muhammad Swalla Allaahu ‘alayhi wa aalihi wa sallam) 

have no concern in them in the least. Their affair is only with Allaah, Who then 

will tell them what they used to do.” Al-An’aam: 159 

  
  
Jazaakum Allaahu khayra 

 

  

 

Date: Mon, 12 May 2008 15:45:50 -0400 

From: Abraar1@verizon.net 

Subject: Re: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

To: baawazir@hotmail.com 

 



Salaam (IS THIS HOW OUR BELOVED TAUGHT US WHE WE GREET EACH OTHER???) 

  

You have wasted your time and missed the point entirely. In defense of Dr. Azzam it appears 

from your extreme condemnation of him that what you are really attacking is his connection to the 

Naqshbandi Tariqah. The world is full of misguided pseudo wanna be scholars, so-called salafis, 

najdis who think they are the POLICEMAN 

of Islam. Again you have missed the point entirely. The references I mentioned should be the object 

of your attention since they contain the statement in question. 

Finally, do you think we would accept you condemnation and refuse a statement attributed to Khalifa 

Uthman Nurayn? Lakum Diynukum wa liyadiyn. 

 

 

 

 

From: baawazir@hotmail.com 

To: abraar1@verizon.net; dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

CC: aajooba@gmail.com; abdallabineifan@yahoo.com; tahlilashaq@hotmail.com; 

ishshines@yahoo.com; ish4925@yahoo.com; 1you2me3both@gmail.com; ya3qoub@hotmail.com; 

aakafa@hotmail.com; aasim_noor@yahoo.com; aayesha_1979@yahoo.com; 

abbas_fufore@yahoo.co.uk; zayedabd@yahoo.com; abduabdullahi@gmail.com; 

abdulwahidosman@yahoo.com; abidpatel007@hotmail.com; aboohaji@gmail.com; 

abu4arsenal@yahoo.com; abubakarbkk@yahoo.com; acs.c@rediffmail.com; adabsani@yahoo.com; 

adelelsaie@yahoo.com; adilamirza@hotmail.com; afkhan@lakeheadu.ca; afra3a@yahoo.com; 

chico_ani@yahoo.com; aghaji@buckeye-express.com; ahakeeb.shuaib@gmail.com; 

ahm.hsn@gmail.com; 33junaid@gmail.com; ahmad_bd_2004@yahoo.com; altaf@qualitynet.net; 

drshoaibsmc@gmail.com; ahumanb@yahoo.com; ahvenkitesh@gmail.com; aiazkhan@telus.net; 

aidah_72@yahoo.com; ak.dewan@dhl.com; akatme@hotmail.com; akramminan@yahoo.com; 

al.niyas.p@sap.com; alamin_kabir@yahoo.co.uk; kalasry@yahoo.com; alb_muslim@hotmail.com; 

alexhowarthhynes2@hotmail.com; ali_maroof@hotmail.com; abua@npcc.ae; 

alamoudi1421@yahoo.com 

Subject: RE: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

Date: Mon, 12 May 2008 19:02:33 +0000 

 

Asalamu 'Alaykum, 

  

I would like to make correction on the name of the author of hadith book of Kanzul Umaal, he is Alaud 

Diyn 'Aliy bin Abdul-Malik Husaam ad-Diyn al-Muttaqi al-Hindi and not Sulaym Ibn Qays. 

  

Sorry for any inconvinience caused by mistake. 

  

Shukran Jaziyla 

 



 

Soft copy of the Holy Quran 

 Dr. Asim Mahmood 

  

  

 14 May 2008 

To 

 softcopyofquran@gmail.com 

CC 

 me 

Pls send me a Soft copy of the Holy Quran. Thanks and Jazakallah al khair. 

  

Dr. Muhammad Asim Mahmood Khan 

Executive Director, IHS Pakistan 

UAN: +92 51 111 DOCTOR (111 362 867) 

Tel: +92 51 2260001, 2282058, 2853628-9 

Fax: +92 51 2280165 

 

 

Dreams and Horoscopes 

 Mehsen Alamoudi 

  

  

 14 May 2008 

To 

 me 

Please download the attachment and revert.  Thanks. 

 

 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


 

Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

 YASMIN KHAN 

  

  

 15 May 2008 

To 

 me 

Assalamu Alaikum 

                               Requesting you to send me dua 

  

Wasalam 

 

DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

Assalamu Alaikum, 

  

                      If you read the MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD Dua daily, you will 

get the following: 

  

1.     All sins forgiven 

2.     No suffering in Hell Fire 

3.     Two Angels will guard you against sufferings & diseases 

4.     Treasure of Blessings 

5.     Reward of freeing 100 slaves 

6.     Blessings of reading ALL Allah’s Revealed Books 

7.     A House in Paradise will be built for you 

8.     Marriage in Paradise 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


9.     Crown of Honour given to you in Paradise 

10.  Seventy of your relatives will be forgiven 

  

To get this precious DUA, put in a request to me at:   dr.umarazam@gmail.com or 

through any of my Guestbooks on www.dr-umar-azam.com and www.dr-umar-

azam.co.uk 

  

        Wassalam, 

  

               Dr Umar 

 

 
Re: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] DR. UMAR AZZAM INSULTING ARABS 
!!!!!!  

 Anis Shamsan 

  

  

 15 May 2008 

To 

 AAAKingdom@yahoogroups.com 

  

 aaakingdom@yahoogroups.com 

CC 

 baangood@yemen.net.ye 

  

 mbindohry@yahoo.co.uk 

  

http://uk.f250.mail.yahoo.com/ym/Compose?To=dr.umarazam@gmail.com
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


 baawazir@hotmail.com 

  

 alibawazir0@hotmail.com 

  

 fyemen@yahoo.com 

 and 9 more... 

Dear Brothers 

 

I would like to intervene here, we all had read the 
misunderstanding between Dr Umar Azzam and others and 
would like this to have an end. 

 

Dr Umar Azzam is a muslim and have every right to interpret 
things the way he wants but has no right to impose such on 
others and vice-versa. 

 

He may hold whatever he claims, but still, it gives him no 
such right. The same is on others. 

 

Therefore, I would urge you all to stop such argument and 
start working towards friendship not the opposite. 

 

I do not claim here that Dr Umar Azzam or anyone else is 
right and the other is not. But this has taking too much of 
everyone's time. 

 

This message to Dr Umar Azzam, Arabs are not what you 
think they are, they are a lot higher than any other nation, 
otherwise, Allah Almighty would not have honoured them 



with such an honour. Let's not forget that Mohammad 
(PBUH) is an Arab. 

 

Thank you for your time and for considering my message. 

 

Yours truly 

 

  

يس سان أن شم  

Anis Shamsan 

 

 

RE: MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

 Khamis Abeid 

  

  

 15 May 2008 

To 

 me 

AsalaamAlaykum, I am for your but I would like to know the base of your says in this narrated in 

Hadith or what , let me know it before starting to put it in practice. 

  

thanks   

 

 

Re: D.Litt degree 

 Graduate Admissions 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


  

  

 15 May 2008 

To 

 me 

Hello Dr. Azam 

Thank you for your interest in the Doctor of Letters program here at Drew University!  I would be very 

happy to mail you information that you have requested.  Please reply to this email with your address, 

and I will send it right out.  In the meantime, you can get information from our website at 

drew.edu/grad 

  

I look forward to hearing from you! 

  

Sincerely, 

Dawn Cerciello 

  

Office of Admissions 

Caspersen School of Graduate Studies 

Drew University 

973-408-3110 

gradm@drew.edu 

 

>>> DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 5/14/2008 6:43 PM >>> 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

  

                           I would like to earn a D.Litt degree.  Please send me the relevant details. 

  

                                     Thanks, 

  

  

                                                  Yours sincerely, 

mailto:gradm@drew.edu


  

                                                         Dr Umar Azam 

  

                                                                 www.dr-umar-azam.com 

  

                                                                  www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk 

 

 

[weloveallah] THE THIRD WORLD WAR AND ITS AFTERMATH 

 kamrul 

  

  

 15 May 2008 

To 

 weloveallah@yahoogroups.com 

 

THE THIRD WORLD WAR AND ITS AFTERMATH 
 
(Excerpts from the Lectures of Sheik Nazim) 
 
Very soon there is going to be a Great War that will destroy three 
out of four parts; three-fourths is going to be destroyed and out 
of seven people, six are going to be destroyed.  The most terrible 
and the greatest war is coming now, and that is the bridge or 
mediator between the small signs and big signs; when that war 
breaks out, the little signs are going to draw near to the big 
signs.  The people of this world are waiting; everyone is awaiting 
that war, morning or evening.  There is a fear on the whole 
world. 
 
When that begins, finished.  The big signs will follow the war, 
and during the war the Mahdi (alai) will say Takbir, ?Allahu 
akbar! Allahu akbar! Allahu akbar!? and will appear for 

http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


Muslims, and then the great sign, the Dajjal, will come.  After the 
second great sign, ?Isa (alai) (Jesus) will come.  Then three parts 
of this dunya will sink into the earth; then Yajuj and Majuj, then 
Dabbat ul-Ard.  Then dukhan; this whole world is going to be 
covered by thick smoke; then fire; then the sun rising from the 
place of its setting, the West.  When it is all complete Qiyamah 
will come. 
 
As believers of the Traditions, we believe in a Savior who will 
come first before Jesus.  Yes.  He must come before Jesus.  We 
have this in our Traditions.  His name is Muhammad al Mahdi 
(alai).  He is coming, but his arrival will be after a Great War 
(Armagaddon) .  Our Traditions tell us that the Great War will be 
the last war.  It will be fought by the big powers with each 
other.  Don?t say that Switzerland is a neutral country or Austria 
or Luxembourg or Sweden.  No! When the storm comes, it will 
come from the East to the West, totally and wholly.  Also from 
the West to the East.  From the continents to the oceans and 
from the oceans to the continents.  That must be so. 
 
And in that huge war, the Mahdi (alai) will come like a Divine 
Hand from heaven to earth and stop the war because when small 
countries are fighting now, the big ones come and say, ?Stop!? 
but what about when the big dragons come to fight? No one can 
stop them except Divine Power which will say to them, ?God is 
Greater!? (Allahu akbar!).  Then they must stop.  That will be the 
first Savior whose name has been given through Traditions as 
Muhammad al-Mahdi (alai). 
 
A short time After this, a tyrant will appear, well known through 
Traditions as Anti-Christ. He is the most dangerous tyrant for 
the children of Adam.  The whole world will get into never 
ending troubles and sufferings during his time. 
 
Then the second Savior, Jesust will come from heavens to 
earth.  He will meet Mahdi (alai) in Damascus at the tomb of 
John the Baptist, the son of Jesus Christ?s aunt Elizabeth, the 
wife of Zacharias.  He is buried in Damascus under a beautiful 
dome.  Jesus Christ will come to a minaret of that dome which 
lies in the East.  When the people go to the dawn prescribed 
prayer and two angels will protect Him with their wings.  They 
will bring him down.  He will be wearing a green turban and he 
will be shining.  He has the most beautiful face, rosy and 
white.  His beard is red and he is sweating. 
 



He has a sword.  When he was on earth, he never touched a 
sword, but now he is coming a Savior.  In his time, all technology 
will be finished.  His sword can reach any point to where he 
sends it.  It is a miraculous sword, a heavenly sword.  His Lord 
gave it to him.  He will save the people from the hands of the 
Anti-Christ.  He will come to the dawn prescribed prayer.  It will 
be ful of people in the mosque and they will all be performing the 
prescribed prayer because prayer is always for all prophets and 
their nations.  Even if people have lost it now, it does not 
matter.  Jesus Christ was, in any case, praying to his Lord.  He 
was not praying to himself or to the cross.  No! He was kneeling 
in front of his Lord.  He is the Savor who will save the people and 
will not leave one of the followers of Anti-Christ on earth. 
 
When he saves the people from the hands of the Anti-Christ, 
there will come forty years of absolute peace on earth.  In these 
times we will not need planes or ships or cars.  Nothing! Every 
person will be given miraculous powers through Jesus Christ.  If 
I, for example, then look at the second hill of that mountain and 
say, ?In the Name of God,? This means, ?By your Divine 
Permission, oh my Lord! You have honored me to be your 
deputy.  I ask of You!? And if He gives permission, then you may 
put your step from here to the second hill of the mountain. 
 
HOW TO SURVIVE THE THIRD WORLD WAR 
 
Shaykh Nazim: Grand Shaykh is giving me a guarantee for 
people during Armageddon.  He is saying that there are three 
points.  If they are kept, the person cannot be hurt in the 
wars.  Zahara! This is not something to cry or ask about.  No. 
 
It is impossible for those who deny the Creator to 
survive.  Never.  If it is your father or mother or daughter, sister 
or brother! It is impossible! 
 
It is impossible to survive if you deny the Creator.  There people 
must be killed.  They will kill each other.  If anyone of his 
relatives was denying the Prophet, they would fight them, kill 
them. 
 
Cruel people cannot survive.  Cruel people will not survive. 
 
Envious people: Envious people are the enemy of 
humanity.  They will be killed and hurt and harmed according to 
the envy in their hearts. 



 
It is impossible for believers to be killed during Armageddon and 
for people with good actions and good intentions.  That is 
impossible but for those who harm humanity and have enemies 
and are denying the Creator, they must be killed.  That is their 
punishment. 
 
                                       Protection Prayers 
 
Sheikh Nazim has given the zikr to be started at the beginning of 
the war, and then to be done daily: 
 
100 times       Hasbun Allahu wa niyamal wakil 
 
100 times       La illaha illa anta subhanaka inni kuntu minal 
laalimin 
 
 40 times        Salatan Tunjina 
 
Hasbun Allahu wa niyamal  wakil-Allah is enough of a Defender 
(Protector) for us. 
 
La illaha illa anta subhanaka inni kuntu minal laalimin-There is 
no God but You Oh Glorified One, I verily am from amongst the 
transgressors.  (Zikr in the belly of the whale, recited by Prophet 
Yunus (alai) 
 
Salatan Tunjina 
 
Allahumma salli ala Sayyidina Muhammadin salatan tunjina 
biha min jami al ahwali wal afat 
wa taqdi lana biha jami?a al hajjat 
wa tutahiruna biha min jami?a as-sayyiat 
wa tarfauna biha ?indaka ala darajat 
wa tubalighuna biha aqsa al ghayat min jami?a al khayrat fil 
hayati wa bad al mamat 
wa ala alihi wa sahbihi wa sallim tasliman kathira 
 
O Allah pray on our Master Muhammad a prayer by means of 
which we will be saved from every awe-inspiring harmful thing, 
and that will take care of all of our needs, 
and purify us by means of it from all of our ugly qualities and 
characteristics 
and raise us and purify us by means of it from all of our ugly 
qualities and characteristics 



and raise us up by means of it in Your Presence to the highest of 
degrees, 
and cause us to reach by means of it the extremes of all goodness 
in our life and after our death 
and this prayer be upon his family and his companions 
and may he be given safety and much salaam. 
 
THE END 
  

  

Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)  

Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Daily Digest | Switch format to Traditional  

Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Re: [www.AAAKINGDOM.com] DR. UMAR AZZAM INSULTING ARABS !!!!!! 

 sweete204@aol.com 

  

  

 15 May 2008 

To 

 AAAKingdom@yahoogroups.com 

I agree to much nonsense ... and Dr. Umar Azzam you have a PHD ... one would think you are wise 

enough to not through such remarks around ... For me this is BS and childish ... especially coming 

from such person who obtained a "PHD" ... in what subject ?? and in all reality it has me thinking how 

in the world you managed to do that with such a narrow mind... If you have anything to say that tends 

to honestly and truelly not really b relevent and speaks "TRUTH" then you should think twice b4 

posting or saying anything .. You are not being a good role model to any of the youth ... May allah 

forgive you for your actions..  

 

 

RE: The Entire Holy Quran is attached herewith! 

 Dr. Asim Mahmood 
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 15 May 2008 

To 

 me 

Dr Azam 
  
Thanks a lot & may ALLAH bless u. Best regards 
  
Dr. Muhammad Asim Mahmood Khan 
Executive Director, IHS Pakistan 
UAN: +92 51 111 DOCTOR (111 362 867) 
Tel: +92 51 2260001, 2282058, 2853628-9 
Fax: +92 51 2280165 
  
From: DR UMAR AZAM [mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk]  
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2008 3:10 AM 
To: asim@ihspakistan.com; Qamar@ise-ltd.com; brigabdulkhaliq@gmail.com 
Subject: The Entire Holy Quran is attached herewith! 
  
Assalamu Alaikum, 
  
                            Thank you very much for your request and the Entire Holy Quran is 
attached herewith. 
  
                              You can get plenty more valuable inforation from me such as: 
  
1.     Dua for a HOUSE IN PARADISE 
  
2.     The MAQALID AS-SAMAWATI WAL ARD Dua  
  
3.     RAMADHAN Booklet and DUA Booklet 
 
Please do let me know if you wiswh to receive these publications. 
  
Please visit my Sites www.dr-umar-zam.com and www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk and then 
sign my Guestbooks with your honest comments [if you haven't already done so in the 
past]. 
  
Dr Umar  
  

 

 

RE: The MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD Dua is attached! 

http://www.dr-umar-zam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/


 Jasmin Mohid 

  

  

 15 May 2008 

To 

 me 

 

 

 

 

Date: Wed, 14 May 2008 23:12:21 +0100 

From: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

Subject: The MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD Dua is attached! 

To: amahmud14@gmail.com; desertaura@yahoo.com; m.ahmad@wanadoo.fr; m.ahmad@orange.fr; 

jasminmohid@hotmail.com 

Assalamu Alaikum, 
  

Thank you v. much indeed for your Request  and I have great pleasure 

in sending you the MAQALID AS-SAMAWAT WAL ARD 

DUA.   May Allah certainly give you these celestial and eternal 

treasures in the Hereafter!  Please also see: 

  

http://nuruddinzangi.blogspot.com/2006/06/maqaaleed-as-

samaawaati-wal-ard.html 

  

Ask our friends/relatives etc. to make a Request too and please 

sign my Guest Books on www.dr-umar-azam,.com and www.dr-

umar-azam.co.uk if you haven’t already done so. 

  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h
http://nuruddinzangi.blogspot.com/2006/06/maqaaleed-as-samaawaati-wal-ard.html
http://nuruddinzangi.blogspot.com/2006/06/maqaaleed-as-samaawaati-wal-ard.html
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/


Dr Umar 

 

 

 

Re: Your lies are not working! 

 Anis Shamsan 

  

  

 16 May 2008 

To 

 me 

  

 AAAKingdom@yahoogroups.com 

  

 aaakingdom@yahoogroups.com 

  

 baangood@yemen.net.ye 

  

 mbindohry@yahoo.co.uk 

 and 12 more... 

Dear Dr Umar Azam 

 

I would appreciate it if you and the others stop sending such 

emails. You are not helping to stop the accusations but fueling 

it further. 

 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


Our religion does not approve such methods, particularly from 

people such as your self. 

 

I am urging you and the others to stop 

this nonsense immediately, otherwise we shall take dramatic 

actions towards those who ignore our requests to stop. 

 

Adel, this matter took more than it should and became a 

personal matter. Both parties are wrong and should stop this 

through our mail-list. 

 

I really am becoming bombarded with these nonsense emails 

and now they moved to call each other a liar, see subject. 

 

I really am not sure anymore if both parties understands what 

they are leading us to? 

 

Best regards and hoping that you'll all understand what I am 

pointing. 

 

 

  

يس سان أن شم  

Anis Shamsan 

 

 



----- Original Message ---- 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

To: AAAKingdom@yahoogroups.com; aaakingdom@yahoogroups.com; baangood@yemen.net.ye; 

anis_shamsan@yahoo.co.uk; mbindohry@yahoo.co.uk; baawazir@hotmail.com; 

alibawazir0@hotmail.com; fyemen@yahoo.com; haks4@yahoo.com; mghaid@yahoo.com; 

fouad.mabrouk@intl.pepsico.com; brnopr@abdulwahed-photo.com; bafadhilao@yahoo.com; 

sballeith@gmail.com; sharaff_1953@hotmail.com; alamoudi1421@yahoo.com; abua@npcc.ae 

Sent: Thursday, 15 May, 2008 10:04:44 PM 

Subject: Your lies are not working! 

Assalamu Alaikum, 
  

                              I’m very pleased to say that the very nasty accusations of certain AAAKingdom 
members towards me and my work have not been effective; the result so far is that I have received so 
many requests for the DUA for a HOUSE IN PARADISE and the MAQALID AS-SAMAWATI 
WAL ARD Dua over the last few months that I have been overloaded and feeling overworked, and I 
am behind schedule!  So although people may wish to defame me, its actually having the opposite 
effect and making me more popular! 

  

                                                                Dr Umar          

 

 

 

Dream 

 imaan bucari 

  

  

 16 May 2008 

To 

 me 

Dear Dr Azam, 
  
We met many years ago at a radio station in Manchester, where I was working on a local 
show where you were invited to discuss dreams. 
  
I was wondering if you could help me, being an expert I would like to you to interpret a 
profound dream that I had a couple of years ago.  
  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


The dream took place in an area where I used to live as a child.  It was in the suburbs, down a 
street on a bright, sunny warm day, where my old school friend and I sat in an ice cream van 
drinking coffee. I decided to get some items and asked my friend to hold my coffee, and went 
to a small corner shop, which had a prison located just around it.  Prisoners hand cuffed, 
could purchase items with a guard watching over them. The shop itself was a brilliant white 
inside. I purchased my items, came back to the van, by that time my friend had finished 
drinking my coffee.  So, I went to get another coffee at the shop.  There I saw an African or 
Afro carribean man cuffed, in an orange suit, stood by the magazine stall, with a guard.  I 
walked over to the counter ready to purchase my items, when a poster, located on a wall, next 
to the exit door, caught my eye.  It was an advertisement for a film; a woman (a jewish 
actress) in a 19th century peasant attire was stood on a rock, protesting about rights, or 
something to that effect.  I thought 'yet another propaganda film', but to my surprise I saw  a 
list of critics that praised the film, especially a man called Abdullah, who stated 'the film was 
great',  to that affect anyway.   As I walked out I found myself transforming into this woman, 
I then looked up to the sky and a brown open book emerged from the light blue sky, it was 
written in Olde English, stating that 'God has ordained 3 sons to be born to me and that each 
one would have great power , power that would be used in a good way . Although I could see 
the text written in gold, I didn't read those words, I felt those words, as if God was speaking 
to me directly. 
  
As an expert, how would you interpret this dream, as I am fully aware, some dreams can have 
opposite meanings. 
  
Yours Sincerely, 
  
Iman 
 

 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail.  

A Smarter Email. 

 

 

Re: MAQALID AS-SAMAWATI WAL ARD 

 Nasir Javaid Maqsood Imran, Chartered Accountants, Lahore 

  

  

 16 May 2008 

To 

 me 

Dear Sir 

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/mailuk/taglines/isp/control/*http:/us.rd.yahoo.com/evt=52418/*http:/uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h


  

Could you give some authentic referecne regarding this DUA 

 

 

Re: D.Litt degree 

 Graduate Admissions 

  

  

 16 May 2008 

To 

 me 

I will send out this packet, but you can also read the information on the website I previously sent to 

you and you can download an application and any other paperwork you would need to apply.  Go 

to http://www.drew.edu/grad-content.aspx?id=50 for information and the application.  

  

  

Any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

  

Sincerely 

Dawn 

  

Office of Admissions 

Caspersen School of Graduate Studies 

Drew University 

973-408-3110 

gradm@drew.edu 

 

>>> DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 5/15/2008 4:19 PM >>> 

Hello, Dawn 

  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h
http://www.drew.edu/grad-content.aspx?id=50
mailto:gradm@drew.edu


                Thanks for your reply.  Because I'm here in the UK, I thought it would be 

easier for you to send the information electronically.  Anyhow, my postal address is: 

  

                                         38, Orme Street, 

                                                Oldham OL4 1RZ 

                                                  Lancashire 

                                                     UK  

                                             Yours sincerely, 

  

                                                Dr Umar 

 
 

 

 

RE: The Entire Holy Quran is attached herewith! 

 Noraini Mahmud 

  

  

 17 May 2008 

To 

 me 

Dear Dr, 
  
Assalamualaikum, 
  
Thank you very much for sending me the Quran and Dua for House in Paradise and the Dua 
booklets.   I’m so grateful and thankful because you make your effort available to ALL free of charge. 
May Allah Give you the BEST in everything you do. 
  
Wassalam, 
  
Noraini Mahmud 
Kuala Lumpur   
 
 

 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=6930v8c61jc4h
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